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Chapter 1731: Déjà vu (2) 

However, Elder Sun who was standing opposite Ye Xing Hua was so tensed and embarrassed right now 

that the sweat on his forehead kept on dripping down. 

He was the overall in-charge responsible for supervising every single certification process to go on 

smoothly but in the end, the certification not only wasn’t able to happen orderly, the entire group of 

Armament Masters actually ran onto the streets! 

This couldn’t be described with a mere few words such as lack of supervision. 

What was worst of all was that he was caught red-handed by Ye Xing Hua himself! 

All the Armament Guild Headquarters high ranked Armament Masters knew that although Ye Xing Hua 

usually didn’t have any temper, but when it came to scum who humiliated an Armament Master’s 

status, he was extremely strict on this. There were some who were dealt with flouting this and he totally 

didn’t give any face at all. The last time an eighth ranked Elder sold inferior Profound Armaments to 

cheat money and was punished by him severely. 

Adding on that Ye Xing Hua’s current standard of armament refining was now the highest in the entire 

Soaring Heavens Continent, and he was also Huang Yueli’s beloved disciple, no matter in terms of status 

or ability, it was enough to support the entire scenario. 

When he was in the Armament Guild, he naturally would not mince his words. 

Elder Sun could already predict that he would be punished for not completing the tasks properly. 

What made him even ill at ease was that young lass who had taken part in the fourth rank certification. 

She was still in the reception hall right now and no one knew how her situation was. She might cause an 

explosion any time now! 

If a large scale explosion happened in front of Ye Qing Hua… it was imaginable that this Elder position of 

his was coming to an end! 

“What exactly is going on? Elder Sun, aren’t you intending to explain to This President at all?” Ye Xing 

Hua frowned as he urged. 

Elder Sun had no choice as he knew he could not hide this and could only skimp over the important 

stuff, “Reporting to President, this…. Everyone ran out because… ughh, an Armament Master who is 

taking part in the certification had put all the materials into the armament furnace at the same time. 

Everyone knows that doing this is very dangerous and because we are all worried that the furnace might 

explode and in a moment of anxiety, we all…” 

He hemmed and hawed, in an attempt to conceal his own mistake. 

But was it that easy to pull wool over Ye Xing Hua’s eyes? 

As he listened, his brows creased into an even tighter knot, “Elder Sun, I don’t quite understand what 

you’re trying to tell me! Before every Armament Master takes part in the practical assessment, don’t 



they all need to take part in the theory assessment? Even if it was a first rank certification apprentice, as 

long as they are able to pass through the theory assessment, they should not make such a common 

sense mistake right!” 

“Moreover speaking, so what even if it explodes? The rooms in our Armament Guild have been specially 

refined and with the arrays in place as a support, those who get certified in the hall should at most be a 

fourth rank Armament Master so surely the room wouldn’t get blown away so why are you all getting so 

worked up for?” 

“This… this…..” 

Elder Sun’s back was already wet from all the sweat which had profused out. 

He really didn’t have the face to tell the truth, that everyone ran was because of a reason. 

Because the spark which flew out of Huang Yueli’s hands was obviously one of the top ten deviant flame 

Amethyst Thunder Flame! 

Using deviant flame to heat up the armament furnace, if an explosion happened, just what kind of killing 

power it had was something which no one could tell clearly. 

So he got anxious and led the group to run out. As for those ordinary Armament Masters, some had not 

even reacted in time but upon seeing him running away, they would all naturally follow him out. 

Ye Xing Hua saw Elder Sun’s guilty expression and knew that something was not right with him. 

He turned around and asked another examiner, “Forget it, you tell me, why have all of you ran out?” 
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The Examiner was crying out bitterly in his heart. Elder Sun and President Ye were both people whom he 

could not afford to offend! 

But since Ye Xing Hua asked, he could only braced himself to narrate the scenario which had happened 

earlier. 

After Ye Xing Hua heard that, he threw a cold glance at Elder Sun. 

Even though the examiner had already intentionally skimmed through the part where Elder Sun’s 

provocation with his conceited and arrogant manner, but Ye Qing Hua was still able to deduce easily 

that for matters to have come to such a state, Elder Sun’s ‘contributions’ had added to this! 

Elder Sun shuddered after he was given a cold hard stare by him. 

Ye Xing Hua shot his vision towards the empty reception hall, “So it’s like this. In this case, this young 

Armament Master not only had fourth rank peerless innate talent at fifteen years old, moreover…. She 

had successfully subdued a deviant flame? Elder Sun, which deviant flame is that?” 

Before Elder Sun could answer, the examiner went into a blank and hurriedly explained, “President Ye, 

it’s… it’s not like this. I only feel that the spark’s energy is very strong but it’s hard to tell if it’s a deviant 

flame or not… after all she’s only at fourth rank…..” 



Whoever would believe it if they said a fourth rank Armament Master had subdued a deviant flame. The 

examiner didn’t want others to treat him as a retard….. 

However, Ye Xing Hua wasn’t listening to what he was saying as he continued to stare at Elder Sun, “If 

it’s not a real deviant flame, why would Elder Sun lose his composure and led everyone running out 

here? Isn’t that so?” 

Elder Sun’s head was hung so low that he couldn’t lift it up as he knew deep inside his heart that Ye Xing 

Hua had already seen through him thoroughly. 

The matter had come to such a pass so he could only answer truthfully, “If I haven’t seen wrongly, that 

should be one of the top ten deviant flames, the Amethyst Thunder Flame… I really don’t understand 

why a ten over year old young lass was able to subdue such a powerful flame like that! Moreover her 

theoretical standard is so high yet her armament refining standard is that bad, totally no regulation at 

all…..” 

Ye Xing Hua’s face showed that he was in deep thoughts as he slowly shook his head. 

“Ten over year old and able to subdue deviant flame. This kind of matter had happened more than a 

decade ago… Moreover her armament refining standard isn’t bad but…. it’s very powerful! Only this 

method of refining, sounds a little familiar though…” 

“Ah?” 

“What?” 

Ye Xing Hua’s voice was very soft but Elder Sun and the other who were standing beside him heard what 

he said and all of them bore a blank face. 

Ye Xing Hua waved his hand and suddenly raised his voice, “Armament Masters, This President is clear of 

the situation inside. Everyone please be assured that there wouldn’t be any explosions of any kind inside 

so you need not be fearful. Now will everyone please split up into your own groups and follow the 

examiners back inside the certification hall. Please maintain silence and continue to follow an orderly 

manner to proceed with the assessment.” 

Some Armament Masters were still worried. After all the energy fluctuations coming from Huang Yueli 

when she was refining the armament was extremely intense, simply terrifying! 

But Ye Xing Hua had already spoken so they could only choose to believe. 

The young Armament Masters followed behind the examiners as they re-entered the hall. Only Elder 

Sun had his head hung low with an embarrassed and guilty look standing by the side, waiting for 

President’s reproach. 

However, Ye Xing Hua didn’t say much but just pulled up his hoodie after everyone went in as he 

covered his face, and later removed the eighth rank Armament Master badge from his chest. 

“President Ye, you…..” 

“Shush, you’re not allowed to make a sound! This President wants to take a look personally!” 



Ye Xing Hua gave his instruction and restrained his surrounding aura as he snuck into the certification 

hall. 
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In the certification hall, although those young Armament Masters had listened to Ye Xing Hua’s 

command and all returned to the examination hall. 

But as they couldn’t suppress the curiosity in their inner hearts, all of them started crowding around 

Huang Yueli once again. 

On one look, everyone was completely shocked. There was no change of explosion or whatsoever 

happening and not only that, the armament furnace’s lid was lifted up slightly as faint purple smoke 

whiffed out from the small slit. 

Apparently, not only had the materials in the furnace been purified of the impurities successfully, the 

stage of fusion was also completed so the next step would be the last step of armament refining – 

moulding! 

No one had expected that Huang Yueli’s refining speed was actually this fast. Ordinary Armament 

Masters who refined the same grade of Profound Armaments would spend at least four hours for the 

first two steps of removing impurities and fusion. 

But now, from the time when Huang Yueli lit up the fire to preparing for moulding, she only spent a total 

of one hour. 

Moreover the item she refined was the complicated low to mid tiered Profound Armament Silence 

Seal….. 

This speed, wasn’t it slightly a little too ridiculous? How on earth did she do it? 

Everyone was having the same question on their mind so when they took a look at Huang Yueli’s side, 

no one wanted to move and totally couldn’t be bothered about their own assessment as everyone stood 

in a daze by the side, thinking to catch and see what she was going to do next. 

“This Young Miss Bai…. Earlier she had thrown all the materials inside altogether, could it be that she 

had refined everything at one go?” 

“Otherwise? Earlier when the armament furnace vibrated, it shouldn’t be due to explosion but rather 

the materials had all been refined successfully hence the impurities needed to be discharged?” 

“But… refining the Silence Seal requires…. forty over materials…. How on earth did she manage to do it, 

to actually control them all for refinement together?” 

“Don’t know but… she really did it! I heard from the legends once that during that year, Grandmaster 

Huang had an exclusive secret skill to put large quantities of materials together and refine at the same 

time. I thought that it was an exaggeration from someone else! So there’s really this method of 

refinement!” 

The crowd all started to discuss this, not only exclamations of admiration but there was someone who 

raised their doubts as well. 



“But this way of refining materials, will the quality really be the same as those general ways of 

refinement? Will there be any flaw existing inside, if it caused the Profound Armament to not be able to 

be moulded into shape, then it would be terrible!” 

“I’m also thinking of the same question, could this really be able to be moulded? Even from using the 

energy from the flame, it could barely be moulded into the shape but Silence Seal required four 

different states and the stabilization nature was usually much weaker than ordinary Profound 

Armaments. Even if the common method of refinement for this would also easily cause it to shatter 

during use. Her way…. is it really possible?” 

“That’s right, we still need to be realistic when we refine armaments. Whether the speed is fast or not, it 

really doesn’t matter too much. The most crucial part is to the quality of the manufactured product?” 

“Really unsure what will the shape of the Silence Seal look like after Young Miss Bai finally refines it 

out?” 

Everyone’s eyes opened wide as they waited for Huang Yueli’s last refinement process result. 

On the other hand, Huang Yueli had a solemn expression on her face as her eyes were fully 

concentrating on the armament furnace, as though the complex changes around her did not cause any 

bit of influence towards her. 

No matter if it were the people rushing out earlier or when everyone returned and once crowded 

around her, her personal state of mind was unchanged totally. 

From the start till the end, all that was on her mind was the Profound Armament which she was refining. 
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Huang Yueli’s incantation gestures shot out burst after burst and the speed was so shockingly fast. Her 

fair slender fingers drew in mid-air but the audience in the crowd totally couldn’t see the actions clearly, 

only barely catching hold of some blurry remnant images. 

Before they had actually seen the Profound Armament which she had refined, they were already awe-

struck by her armament refining skills. 

The examiner who was a sixth rank Armament Master also widened his eyes as he almost jumped right 

out of his seat directly! 

“How could she possibly…..why is it so fast!” 

“Heavens, with this speed, does she really know what incantation gestures she is making? Can she really 

guarantee that every single incantation gesture is able to exhibit its use? She’s already reached the 

moulding stage so each incantation gesture must be accurate otherwise it will end up wasting all her 

previous effort!” 

“Moreover, this is the Silence Seal which is the most difficult to refine. Each state, as long as it has gone 

through one time of moulding, every single time it is moulded, new deductions need to be done! She is 

doing it at such high speed, will she be able to deduce in time? Is her mental power really that strong?” 

No matter how astonished everyone was, Huang Yueli’s speed did not show any signs of slowing down. 



Not too long later, she had already casted out several hundreds of incantation gestures. 

The armament furnace’s colour also changed alongside with her movements and would occasionally 

puff out different coloured smoke. 

The crowd rubbed their eyes as they watched on in disbelief, feeling that they were in a dream! 

Whereas Ye Xing Hua who was spying silently in one corner started to reveal an excited glint in his deep 

starry eyes. 

“This kind of skill…. This speed…. she’s simply too alike! Ever since….that time, this is the first time I’ve 

seen…” 

Elder Sun was standing by his side as his heart was filled with unease and horror! 

He had finally understood that Huang Yueli was absolutely not an ordinary fourth rank Armament 

Master! Even though she was so young, but her ability had probably surpassed fourth rank and above! 

Just based on her control to refine forty over materials as well as her shockingly swift speed of 

exhibition of gestures, even if it was an eighth rank Armament Master, one might not totally be able to 

do it! 

But he was still unable to get it. To be able to get such high levelled armament refining skills, by right, 

one would need to work hard for at least three, four or even ten years continuously. Just to meet the 

standard for so many incantation gestures and to get it all accurate, ordinary armament apprentices 

would already require several years of work. 

But this lass was so young….. was there actually such a genius under the heavens?? 

But no matter what, this kind of genius could possibly become a ninth rank Armament Master in the 

future and was an invaluable asset to the Armament Guild! Just looking at Ye Xing Hua’s express, one 

could tell just how much he valued her. 

Elder Sun’s back started to break out into sweat as he deeply sensed that offending such a peerless 

genius would definitely….cause much difficulty in his future days! 

After another quarter of an hour, the speed of Huang Yueli’s flying speedy hands finally came to a stop. 

She paused for a second and immediately, she struck out seven incantation gestures continuously and 

lastly pointing at the armament furnace, she spoke out a single word softly, “Open!” 

The armament furnace’s lid slowly rose upwards. 

The first reaction of the Armament Masters present were actually not to crowd around to view the 

finished product which she had refined, but widened their eyes as they stood stunned in the original 

position. 

“This…. so fast??” 

“This…. has this already been set into shape?” 



Everyone was having the same suspicions in their minds because they were all still immersed in Huang 

Yueli’s dazzling incantation gesture performance and they hadn’t enjoyed it enough and the result 

was…. it had already ended? 
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Huang Yueli didn’t bother to take a look at their expressions. Right after she activated the armament 

furnace, she withdrew the Amethyst Thunder Flame spark and walked towards the furnace. 

After the murky gas had been drained, she popped her little head over and her face revealed a sweet 

smile, as though she was extremely satisfied with her own works. 

“Sir Examiner, my practical assessment is completed, aren’t you coming over to take a look at the 

result?” 

“Ughh? Ah? Oh, right, right…. the result, I must see the result….” 

Examiner was dazed by her performance and after being reminded by her, he awoke from his dream 

and wiped the sweat off his forehead as he stood up and walked over. 

He cried out bitterly in his heart, feeling that ever since this Young Miss Bai had started her assessment, 

he seemed to have turned into an idiot. His usual brilliant and capable side was totally missing and every 

single time he was shocked until he couldn’t regain his senses! 

As an examiner, for such a scene to happen repeatedly during the assessment really made one ashamed 

and unable to show his face. 

But toward his discomposure, none of the other Armament Masters present felt surprised at all. 

If they were in the same position as him, they would definitely not be able to complete their own 

responsibility of invigilation. Meeting with such an abnormal genius, how many of them could remain 

composed! 

The examiner walked towards the armament furnace and everyone couldn’t help but start to crowd 

around him as they all wanted to see the finished product which Huang Yueli had refined at the very first 

timing. 

Huang Yueli’s hand beckoned and a small seal shaped Profound Armament appeared in front of 

everyone’s eyes. 

The Silence Seal’s refinement process was complicated and easily resulted in failure hence no matter if 

the crowd were Armament Masters, it was the first time for many of them to have seen such a Profound 

Armament. 

The crowd’s eyes which were exclaiming in admiration shot towards the Profound Armament in Huang 

Yueli’s hands. 

This Silence Seal, just from the exterior simply looked perfect without any flaws. The entire piece 

appeared to have an even scarlet colour and there were distinct flame patterns on the surface. No 

matter which angle it was from, it revealed a deep and impressive glow. 



“This really…. is tempered in shape already?” 

“Isn’t this too mysterious? Under such swift speed, she actually managed to mould the Profound 

Armament into shape!” 

“What kind of armament refining skills are this? It’s too incredible! I wish I could ask her to be my 

Master!” 

Examiner retrieved the Silence Seal from Huang Yueli’s hands and raised it to eye level. After carefully 

inspecting it for a moment, his eyes revealed a gasp of surprise. 

He was different from ordinary Armament Masters. As an examiner who awarded points, they had a set 

of detailed point awarding standards and just from the external appearance, there were several areas 

which could score points, which includes the shape of the Profound Armament, lustre, aesthetics 

aspects etc. 

However, no matter from which angle this was viewed, this piece of Silence Seal had totally no flaws. 

“There is no problem from the external view. Next we will inspect this Silence Seal’s utilization effect. 

Young Miss Bai, I will personally take part in the test next, do you have any objections to that?” 

Originally it was the most natural thing for the examiner to take part in the assessment personally and 

they didn’t need to inform the examinee at all. 

But Huang Yueli’s series of performance earlier had unknowingly convinced the examiner, causing him 

to lower his own status unconsciously and when he spoke to Huang Yueli, it was with courtesy and 

respect. 

Huang Yueli shook her head simply, “Please go ahead!” 

The examiner took up the Silence Seal and stood on the empty ground by the side. 

Everyone was waiting for this moment and all started to crowd around quickly. 

“Wait a minute!” Huang Yueli saw that and immediately cried out. 
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“What’s the matter?” The examiner was apparently shocked by her as he hurriedly turned his head back 

to ask. 

Huang Yueli shot her glance around the crowd, “Will everyone please move back slightly. You’re all 

standing so near so how will the examiner do the testing? Moreover, swords and blades have no eyes so 

if anyone suffers an injury because of that, you cannot blame it on me alright?” 

When everyone heard that, they all started retreating backwards but they were all starting to have a 

gurgle of suspicion in their hearts. 

“Isn’t it just a Silence Seal which could change shapes? Surely it won’t hurt anyone right? Could it be that 

this Silence Seal isn’t of any use and upon testing it will explode?” 



The examiner was slightly doubtful, “Young Miss Bai, now everyone has already retreated, then I will… 

start?” 

Huang Yueli made a “please” gesture and stood by one side not saying a single word. 

The examiner took a look at her and suppressed all the doubts he had as he proceeded to do the testing. 

He lifted up the Silence Seal gently and injected Profound Qi into it. 

Fourth tiered Profound Armament, generally required fourth stage realm or fifth stage realm’s Profound 

Energy to drive it. Examiner suppressed his own Profound Energy within this boundary and at the same 

time, worried that the Silence Seal would explode, so he raised the speed of his Profound Qi slowly. 

About a stick of incense timing had gone by and the Silence Seal suddenly turned warm and at the same 

time it gave off a blinding silver light. 

Simultaneously, a bang was heard and everyone’s eyes went blurry. 

A cold glint of a long sword shimmered as it appeared in the examiner’s hands. 

This long sword was five feet long, much longer than ordinary long swords and the sword blade was 

clear like autumn water, silently dissipating a pressurising murderous air. 

Examiner’s eyes shone as he couldn’t help but give praise, “Good sword!” But immediately after, he 

appeared astonished, “But, this… is this really a fourth tiered long sword?” 

Every single Profound Weapon which encompassed a fourth tiered Silence Seal, should theoretically be 

fourth tiered as well. 

But Huang Yueli’s long sword had biting cold might and was extremely sharp. Moreover, as it was 

refined by the Amethyst Thunder Flame, it contained thunder attributed energy hence the attack power 

increased drastically, even surpassing an ordinary fourth tiered upper grade Profound Weapon! 

Haung Yueli nodded and replied, “That’s right, this indeed is a fourth tiered Profound Weapon. If you 

have any doubts, feel free to find a fourth stage realm practitioner to have a test.” 

Deciding the Profound Armament’s grade wasn’t the Profound Armament raising the attributed degree 

but depending on the practitioner’s cultivation to display the greatest might of the Profound Armament. 

Huang Yueli’s long sword only required fourth stage realm cultivation before it could display its might 

hence it was a genuine fourth tiered god relic. 

The examiner brandished the long sword for a while and the thunder attributed Profound Qi in the air 

was attracted by it as it gave out a crackling sound and the electric currents kept sparkling non-stop. 

The Armament Masters crowding around had originally backed down upon Huang Yueli’s request but 

upon seeing the might from this long sword, they couldn’t help but back off several steps more. 

“Heavens, is this really just a fourth tiered Profound Armament! Why hadn’t the fourth tiered Profound 

Armaments which I refined even reached ten percent of its might at all!” 

“Terrifying, too terrifying! This Young Miss Bai’s armament refining innate talent is really unimaginable!” 



“Elder Sun has really kicked an iron plate this time round! Based on Young Miss Bai’s ability, it’s not even 

at the standard of a fourth ranked Armament Master? No wonder she wanted to take part in the fifth 

rank certification, she probably really has this ability!” 

“Fifth rank?” Ye Xing Hua who was standing in one corner, smiled when he heard the crowd’s 

discussions. 
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“If she really obtained the teachings from that person that year…. Then this is merely a tip of the iceberg 

for her true ability!” 

Ye Xing Hua’s gaze grew deeper as he was suddenly filled with doubts in his heart. 

Huang Yueli had taken in a number of disciples that year and by right, he knew all of them and moreover 

none of them were able to match up to his innate talent and ability. 

Moreover, this young lass’s age was simply a little too young. No matter how he saw, she only looked as 

though she was ten over years old. 

So to speak, she couldn’t possibly be a disciple whom Master had taken in. 

Since that’s the case, where did she come from and where did she learn all those armament refining 

skills which should have already been lost from long ago? 

“Strange, this is really too strange… how could such a matter have happened under this heavens?” 

Suddenly he seemed to have thought of something as he was startled, “Surely not? It can’t be 

possible….. no, I must be thinking too much…..” 

Just as Ye Xing Hua was in a daze from his thoughts, suddenly another explosive cheering sound broke 

out! 

“Incredible, too incredible!” 

“The form of this whip, the attack power has reached the standard of amplifying double its effect! Even 

a fifth tiered upper grade Profound Armament isn’t able to reach this standard! Moreover Young Miss 

Bai’s long whip is only for fourth stage realm practitioners’ use!” 

“It had already changed into two forms and the Silence Seal still hadn’t shown any signs of explosion. 

Moreover the forms are crafted so perfectly! From the looks of this, perhaps Young Miss Bai will really 

be able to pass the assessment?” 

“Isn’t this obvious? Passing the assessment is a sure thing! Moreover, once the matters which happened 

in the Armament Guild today spreads out, there will probably be many people who are fighting to buy 

the Profound Armaments which Young Miss Bai refines. I just want to know how much this Silence Seal 

will be sold for at the Soaring Heavens Merchant Guild’s auction!” 

The crowd’s praises were lingering on and on. 

Under his watchful eyes, the examiner continued the process of testing as he injected his Profound 

Energy and made the Silence Seal to change into the third and fourth form….. 



Actually by the time it changed into the third form, he was totally convinced of the quality of Huang 

Yueli’s Profound Armament. 

He was only curious to see if the other two Profound Weapons had the same might and was as powerful 

as the long sword and the whip! 

The truth in the end indeed didn’t leave him disappointed. 

The dagger and long spear which was transformed later on had reached fifth tiered upper grade 

Profound Armament’s attack power but still only required a fourth stage realm practitioner to use it! 

Four different kinds of forms had been accessed and no matter if it was the examiner or the spectating 

Armament Masters around, all of them were thoroughly convinced by her. 

Such terrifying Armament Master innate talent was simply unheard of! 

Some of them had even started to place bets right there, guessing how many years would it take for 

Huang Yueli to be able to enter the rank of a ninth rank Armament Master! 

On the other hand, Elder Sun’s face was even deadlier pale than a dead man. 

A genuine peerless genius had appeared right in front of his eyes and if he was able to see through this 

young lass’s innate talent earlier, helping and pulling her along, if he was the one to recommend this 

young lass to the President, then it would be a huge merit! It would absolutely earn him a huge amount 

of awards from the Armament Guild. 

Moreover, he would also be able to get on good terms with this talented young lady who was destined 

to reach ninth rank Armament Master. 

But now? Due to his overly arrogant and conceited behaviour, not only had he missed this good chance, 

he even thoroughly offended this genius! 

Moreover.. Elder Sun suddenly recalled that he had made a bet with this young lass. 
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If the other party had passed through the fourth rank certification, he must compensate her with a set 

of eighth tiered Profound Armament! 

Heaven knew that from the start of his promotion into eighth rank Armament Master till now, he had 

only successfully refined a set of eighth tiered Profound Armament and he had intended to sell it off at a 

heavenly price in the annual auction. 

In this way, he would be able to earn a huge fortune and on the other hand, it would inform all the 

practitioners in Soaring Heavens Continent that another new eighth rank Armament Master was born, 

hence winning instant fame for himself! 

This plan was originally perfect but as he was muddled for that one moment, everything was ruined! 

This was really known as losing both money and life! 



Elder Sun regretted that there was no medicine for regret to erase all that shame from the him from two 

hours ago! 

Examiner withdrew his Profound Energy and made the Silence Seal resume back to its original form, 

then passing it back to Huang Yueli. 

“Young Miss Bai, congratulations, you’ve successfully passed through the fourth rank Armament Master 

certification. This is your Silence Seal, please keep it properly!” 

Huang Yueli nodded and said, “Thank you.” 

But she didn’t stretch out her hand to receive that Silence Seal. 

Examiner was astonished as he lifted his head to look at her, “Young Miss Bai?” 

Huang Yueli smiled as she said courteously, “Although the fourth rank certification is already completed, 

but can I trouble you to help me complete the testing on the Silence Seal once and for all?” 

The examiner went into a blank, totally unable to comprehend the meaning in her words. 

“Continue… what? Isn’t Silence Seal’s testing, already completed?” 

Huang Yueli shook her head and said, “Not yet. This is merely testing the fourth different forms, there’s 

still a fifth form which has not been tested…..” 

“What did you say??” 

The examiner’s hand shook and totally didn’t have a firm grasp onto the Silence Seal as the small seal 

dropped down from the slits of his fingers, almost shattering on the ground. 

Luckily Huang Yueli was well prepared as she stretched out her hand and caught the Silence Seal neatly. 

“Why are you so careless? Could it be that you’ve over exhausted too much of your Profound Energy in 

the testing earlier hence you lost the energy to grab hold of things? Since that’s the case, I can do the 

testing myself as well…..” 

Saying that, Huang Yueli injected her Profound Energy into the Silence Seal. 

A silver glint flashed past and the Silence Seal in her hand changed into the form of a fan, held firmly in 

between her slender fingers as she slowly waved it. 

The lustre of this dan was dark purple and the handle of the fan was so well polished that it was brilliant 

enough to reflect one’s image on it, which displayed Huang Yueli’s fair jade-like fingers even more. 

Everyone’s gazes were gathered on her hand as they were all stunned and each of them had a dull 

expression as though they had been struck by lightning. 

Huang Yueli’s right hand waved and the fan suddenly opened up as a burst of electric current flew out! 

The electric current whooshed past everyone’s head and shot out of the main entrance as it struck a 

towering huge tree in front of the door. 



With a loud booming reverberation, that thousand year old tree which required twenty people to 

encircle the huge tree was instantly scorched as the leaves fell into a heap. 

It was extremely silent in the certification hall and many of them even forgot to breath as they watched 

this scene in a daze. 

Not knowing how long later, someone finally regained their senses. 

“This… this… this is… the fifth form of the Silence Seal??” 

“Heavens, it’s a lie isn’t it? How could this be possible? It’s obviously a fourth tiered Silence Seal, how 

could there be five forms? I must be dreaming right?” 

Chapter 1739: Who exactly are you? (2) 

“No, this is not a dream, I saw it too…. Moreover that fifth fan form amplifies the attack power and is 

much stronger than the previous few shapes!” 

“This really is…. too fascinating!” 

The crowd looked at Huang Yueli and had already gone beyond praise but were filled with reverence! 

If it was said that previously Huang Yueli’s performance was still within everyone’s acceptable boundary, 

then the current achievements that she had done until now had already surpassed everyone’s 

imagination! 

If it wasn’t for the fact that they’ve witnessed it with their own eyes, who would be able to believe that 

fourth tier Profound Armament could actually attain such comprehensive fifth tiered Profound 

Armament attributes? 

One must know that the entire process of Huang Yueli’s refinement was entirely under the supervision 

of everyone there. 

All of them saw with their own eyes that the materials she used to refine this piece of Silence Seal were 

all fourth grade materials. Moreover, they were all ordinary quality fourth grade materials! 

Using fourth grade materials to refine Profound Armaments yet it had comprehensively surpassed fifth 

tiered Profound Armament’s attributes! This sort of matter…. was no longer consistent with the basic 

knowledge in armament refining! 

But the truth was now shown in front of everyone’s eyes and no one was able to deny this fact. 

After Huang Yueli finished demonstrating, she withdrew her Profound Energy and at the same time, she 

kept the Silence Seal back into her own space. 

After that, she turned towards the direction of the examiner, “Alright, I’ve finished my demonstration. I 

think I should be able to pass my practical assessment right?” 

“Of… of course!” The examiner’s voice started quivering. 

“Then…. my certification…..” Huang Yueli stretched out her hand towards the examiner. 



When attending the re-assessment of her certification, according to regulations, she had to put up her 

Armament Master badge as collateral. If she failed, then it would be retracted immediately. 

Examiner hurriedly picked up that badge from the table and just as he was able to pass it back to Huang 

Yueli, he suddenly went blank. 

Huang Yueli had now completed the Silence Seal, and it was completely on a fifth tier’s standard. 

Whereas for fifth rank Armament Master’s certification assessment, it was just merely using fifth grade 

materials to refine fifth tiered Profound Armaments. But now Huang Yueli only used fourth grade 

materials and had completed it. Didn’t it mean that her potential had already surpassed fifth rank 

Armament Masters? 

Under this kind of situation, should Huang Yueli directly obtain fifth rank certification? 

But, this wasn’t within his power of authority….. 

Just as the examiner was hesitating, a clear and deep voice rang from one corner. 

“Young Miss Bai, I represent the Armament Guild Headquarters to grant you the title of fifth rank 

Armament Master!” 

When Huang Yueli heard this familiar voice, she couldn’t help but quivered and she immediately lifted 

up her head to look towards the direction of where the voice was coming from. 

Ye Xing Hua lifted up his hoodie and walked right into the crowd. 

The Armament Masters had all not expected that their respectful President had not left but was secretly 

hiding in one corner as he watched the entire process of Huang Yueli refining and testing the Profound 

Armaments. 

They hurriedly retreated to pave a route out for President Ye. 

The examiner hurriedly bowed towards Ye Xing Hua and he only nodded his head faintly as he turned 

towards Huang Yueli. 

“Young Miss Bai, your armament refining skills have evidently reached fifth rank and making you waste 

time in re-taking the fourth rank certification is the mistake of our Armament Guild so as President, I’ve 

decided to grant you fifth rank Armament Master certification.” 

Huang Yueli immediately kept away her shocked expression as she gave a faint smile, “Since that’s the 

case…. Many thanks to President Ye!” 

Chapter 1740: Who exactly are you? (3) 

Ye Xing Hua nodded and said, “Young Miss Bai, this President has some things to ask so is it convenient 

to invite you in for a chat?” 

Huang Yueli immediately narrowed her eyes and in an instance, she understood what Ye Xing Hua had in 

mind. 

Actually Ye Xing Hua’s request was exactly the same as her motive in this trip. 



This time round, she had taken the risk of being watched by others, so exhibiting her exclusive 

armament refining skills wasn’t for the sake of flaunting, but to attract the attention of the higher 

management in the Armament Guild, especially Ye Xing Hua’s attention. 

Now her aim in coming to the Armament Guild Headquarters was already half completed. 

The remaining half was to ascertain that in the past ten over years, was Ye Xing Hua still the same as 

before, totally dedicated towards her. 

She nodded slightly, “Alright, then will President Ye please lead the way!” 

Ye Xing Hua took a profound look at her and turned around towards the Armament Guild’s internal 

sector. 

Armament Guild Headquarter was split up into two sectors, internal and external sectors. 

Earlier the certification hall where Huang Yueli had taken part in the assessment belonged to the 

exterior sector and other than that, there was the marketplace where Armament Masters were free to 

trade armament refining materials and Profound Armaments, reception area where they accepted 

various requests and tasks for custom made Profound Armaments, Exhibition hall and so on and so 

forth. All of these places were filled with people and were bustling with noise and excitement. 

But when they stepped into the Guild’s internal sector, the atmosphere quickly turned quiet. 

Huang Yueli was very clear that this was because the door dividing the internal sector was set up with 

various arrays and mechanisms, keeping all the clamour outside the door. 

It could be said that even if she really bombed the entire certification hall up to the sky, those high 

ranked Armament Masters who stayed within the internal sector would not feel any abnormalities at all. 

Whereas the internal sector of the Armament Guild Headquarters only allowed mid to high ranked 

Armament Masters of fifth rank and above to enter. 

Here, there were supplies of arrays which were specially used to gather Heaven and Earth Profound Qi 

and raise the success rates of profound armaments and also specialised refining rooms for Armament 

Masters to refine armaments. 

Seventh rank and above Armament Masters had their own exclusive laboratory and other than refining 

armaments, they were able to engage in many other tests. 

Besides that, the Headquarters internal sector had a storeroom which collected many armament 

refining materials and high tiered Profound Armaments, collections of ancient manuals in the books 

storeroom and the management centre which managed the exchange of various resources using 

contribution points. 

It could be said that any item within the Armament Guild Headquarters, as long as it was brought into 

the market, it would be a priceless treasure and because of this, this place was set up heavily with 

mechanisms and every single step might possibly trigger multiple mechanisms thus resulting in 

instantaneous death without an intact corpse. 



If there wasn’t anyone who had a map or someone leading the way, even if it was a ninth stage realm 

top expert, they would also find it hard to move a single step. 

Ye Xing Hua walked and took a secret glance with his peripheral vision at the young lady following 

behind him. 

The more he looked, the more surprised he got. 

Because there wasn’t a single bit of shock or exclamation from a freshman who had entered the internal 

sector for the first time. On the contrary, her expression was peaceful and calm as her gaze was fixed 

indifferently at the pavilions and kiosks as she passed by, as though she was observing something. 

Ye Xing Hua’s heart jolted as he intentionally quickened his footsteps, moving ahead of her by several 

paces. 

Under this kind of situation, if it was her first time here and for someone who wasn’t clear of the 

distribution of the surrounding mechanisms, there was a possibility of taking the wrong route and 

accidentally triggering the mechanism. 

But Huang Yueli managed to follow him closely with ease. 

 


